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Author's response to reviews:

1. The paper was partially rewritten to improve English quality and readability (changes are highlighted in the text).
2. Additional patient information was added from the archived patient's chart (please see response to reviewers).
3. Several references are added and briefly discussed within the manuscript (#6,7, 10, 13, 14, 15). A table has been added.
4. Response to reviewer Russell Rosenberg:
   The information regarding stimulant use was added from the archived patient's chart. The limited accuracy of Epworth Sleepiness Score is discussed and the reference is cited.
5. Response to reviewer Marcel Baltzan:
   requested information about fatigue, oral and neck exam are added from the archived patient's chart.
   The paper was partially rewritten to improve English and readability.

Thank you,
Aibek Mirrakhimov